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Abstract
Visual semantic web based Image search engine is a way
using that multiple images are search and matched in
semantic space. This matched images we use for image reranking methodology. Image re-ranking is a method using
that we improve results of web based images search. When
user search any query keyword on web based search engine,
then a set of images are extracted based on the textual
information. User then select a required query image from the
set of images and then the others images are recomputed or
re-ranked based on visual occurrence of the query image.
These similarities of visual features do not well match with
visual semantic meanings of images which normally
coordinate users search intention and it is a main problem
visual semantic web image search engine. So In this paper, we
developed visual semantic web image re-ranking structure,
which automatically and directly offline studied different
visual semantic spaces meaning for different search query
keywords. Then these visual features of images are extended
to their visual semantic spaces to formed visual semantic
signatures. At the online step these images are ranked by
comparison with their visual semantic signatures which
obtained from the semantic space that specified by the search
query keyword. Our proposed visual semantic web based
image re-ranking structure significantly improve both the
efficiency and accuracy of image re-ranking.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Web based image search engines mostly use search query
keywords as queries and based on that queries gives
surrounding text to search images. The multiple user
suffers from the ambiguity and complexity of the given
search query keywords, so it is so much difficult for any
users to accurately define the visual features of images by
only use of search query keywords. For example, using
“apple” as a query keyword, the retrieved images belong
to different categories such as “apple logo,” “apple tree,”
and “apple phone.” Now to solve these complexity or
ambiguity we properly used content- Based image
retrieval with relevance feedback session. Normally
Images are re-ranked or recomputed based on the learned
visual similarities of image. But for web based commercial
systems search engine users feedback has to be limited to
the minimum response without online training. Online
image re-ranking which limits users search intention to
just one click feedback, is an effective way to improve
search results and user interaction is simple. In our paper,
a novel framework is proposed for web based image re-
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ranking. Instead of manually defining a universal concept
dictionary, it learns different semantic spaces for different
query keywords individually and automatically. Now
when any other user uses the same search query keyword
to find the image over the web scale then the particular
image get feedback first. Images are re-ranked based on
the learned visual semantic similarities. However, for web
based search engine systems, corresponding User’s
feedback should be limited to the minimum without any
online training. The query image index file and visual
semantic features of images are recomputed at offline
stage and stored. To achieve high efficiency and accuracy,
the visual feature need to be small and their matching
needs to be fast. Most popular visual features are in high
dimensions.
Another major challenge is that the similarities of low
level visual semantic features may not well matched with
web scale images at high-level semantic meanings which
show users search query intention. To narrow down this
semantic gap, for different offline image identification and
retrieval we have number of methods to map visual
semantic features to a set of predefined concepts as visual
semantic signature. However, these different methods are
only applicable to images that have small sizes. They are
not suitable for online web based image re-ranking.
According to our proposed system, images are retrieved by
125 query keywords include more than 1600 concepts.
Therefore, it is very hard and difficult to design a huge
concept dictionary to differentiated highly diverse web
scale images.

2. OUR APPORACH
In our paper, we designed visual semantic web scale
image re-ranking structure. It learns different semantic
spaces for different query keywords individually as well as
automatically (online and offline), instead of manually
defining a universal concept dictionary. The visual
semantic meaning related to the images to be re-ranked
can be narrowed down by the query image keyword
submitted by the user. For example, if the query keyword
is “mobile,” the concepts of “mountain” and “vehicle” are
irrelevant and should be eliminated. Instead, the concepts
of “model” and “price” will be used as dimensions to learn
the visual semantic space related to “mobile” query. The
visual query-specific semantic spaces can give more
accurately and correctly model for the images to be reranked, since they have eliminated and excluded other
potentially unlimited number of irrelevant concepts that
are not useful, which use only for as noise narrow down
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for image re-ranking performance on both accuracy and
efficiency. The visual as well as textual Features of images
are then extended into their related visual semantic spaces
to get visual semantic signatures. At the online stage,
images are re-ranked based on their visual semantic
signatures obtained from the visual semantic space of the
query image keyword. Our experiments results show that
the visual semantic space of a any query keyword can be
described by using just 20-30 reference classes. Therefore
the visual semantic signatures are very small and online
image re-ranking becomes highly efficient. Because of the
multiple number of keywords and the dynamic variations
of the web, the visual semantic spaces of query keywords
are automatically learned through query keyword
expansion.

3. VISUAL SEMANTIC WEB SEARCH

and re-ranks the image based on the visual similarities of
the images. The extracted images are then displayed into
the semantic space allocated for this. And then the images
are viewed by the user. When the user clicks on the
particular image displayed in the semantic space then
image will be displayed for download. In this augmented
image is displayed for each category in the same page
where the image is available for download. In order to
download the image the user have to login and then have
to download. There are many methods in this. For admin
we have authentication, upload files, signature file, and
visual correlate. For user we have authentication, Search
engine, view files, and information retrieval and for visual
correlate we have if the admin uploads the same image
more than once then it can remove the duplicate images
and keep the original image alone. Duplicate images we
removed by cross checking with the image size and file
name.

4. KEYWORD EXPANSION

We developed visual semantic web based image reranking novel model as search engine. Here we propose
the intelligent visual semantic web based search engine
and we use the xml meta-tags for image that deployed on
the web pages to search the user enter search query
information. The xml page will be consisted of built-in
and user defined tags. The metadata (data about data)
information of the different web pages is extracted from
this xml into rdf. Practically results show that our
proposed model taking very less time to response the
queries while providing more accurate information.
In this above Fig, when the any user enters the search
query keyword then the web based search engine searches
the different image based on the visual semantic signature
assigned to that image while uploading. Then it extract
the images from database using visual semantic signatures
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In our methodology we have two parts online and offline
parts. In online part reference classes representing
different concepts for images related to query keywords
are automatically discovered. For any query keyword, a set
of most relevant keyword expansions are automatically
selected by utilizing both textual and visual information.
Now at online stage set of images are retrieved according
to query keyword. Once user select query image then
visual semantic signatures are used to correlate
similarities of image with pre-computed semantic
signatures.
For a given query keyword q, we find its reference classes
through finding a set of keyword expansions E(q) most
relevant to q. To achieve this, a set of images S(q) are
retrieved by the web based image search engine using q as
query based on only textual information. Keyword
expansions are found from the words that extracted from
the images in S(q). A keyword expansion e belongs to
E(q) is expected to frequently appear in S(q).In order for
reference classes to well capture the visual semantic
content of images, we require that there must have subset
of images which all contain e and have similar visual
content. At online stage set of images are retrieved
according to search query keyword. Once user chooses
query image then we used visual semantic signatures to
compute similarities of image with pre-computed visual
semantic signatures.

5. SEMANTIC SIGNATURES
Now, in this module different user may provide query
keyword such as image file, image link, or click on some
image, to search for different images over web and then
the web based search engine will return multiple images
that similar to the search query keyword. The similarity
used for search criteria could have in following form Meta
tags, color distribution in images, region or shape
attributes, etc. Unfortunately, image retrieval systems have
not keep pace with the collections they are searching. The
shortcomings of these web base search engine because of
image representations they use and to their methods of
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accessing those representations to find query keyword
images. The main problems of image retrieval are
becoming widely identified, and the search for solutions
an increasingly active area for research and development.
For a given M reference classes of query keyword q and
their training images automatically retrieved, a multi-class
classifier on the visual semantic features of images is
trained and it outputs as an M-dimensional vector p,
indicating the probabilities of a new image and I is
belonging to different reference classes. Then we used Mdimensional vector p as semantic signature of new image
I. Then the distance between two images Ia and Ib are
calculated and measured
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6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For experiments and result we used different images for
testing the performance and efficiency of the proposed
system can be collected from web based search engines.
Normally for a given a query keyword, 125-135 images
can be retrieved from the web using a web based search
engine. In our web based image re-ranking framework, we
have used various algorithms and methods to retrieve
images from the web based search engine that use visual
semantic signatures. We used different search query
keywords which includes many topics such as object,
plants, food, scene, animals, etc. visual semantic
signatures can also be computed from textual features and
combined with those from visual features. Visual and
textual features are in different modalities. However, after
extending into the same visual semantic space, they give
us same representation.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A unique image re-ranking framework is proposed for
web based image search that gives better results of webbased image re-ranking than the existing system and also
provide both the accuracy and efficiency of the web based
image re-ranking method. We used Specific query
semantic spaces are to get more improvised and updated
re-ranking of image. Features of images are projected into
semantic spaces which automatically learned by keyword
expansion. The extracted visual semantic signatures can
be 70 times shorter than the original visual features, while
we achieve 25-40 percent relative improvement on re
ranking precisions over a different web based search
methods.
In the future work, we can extend this method to
incorporate visual appearance coherence so that the IB
clusters not only preserve information about search
relevance but also describe the part of the visual
appearance in every preview session of view. Also finding
the keyword expansions used to define reference classes
can incorporate other metadata and log data besides the
textual and visual features.
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